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Abstract 

The research of defect detection technology of magnetic sheet surface has important 

significance for improvement of production efficiency and product quality in enterprise. A 

single threshold method is used for binary segmentation of magnetic sheet image in this 

paper, then the template localization algorithm is used for template position of magnetic 

sheet image after binary segmentation, the magnetic sheet image with different position 

should be transformed into a unified coordinate system for detecting, then least square 

method is used for fitting straight line and fillet edge, then the calculated values are 

compared with standard value to determine whether are knock edges. Further, the 

appropriate grayscale threshold is set by the pitting and scratches characteristics of 

magnetic sheet image, the magnetic sheet image should be segmented according to the 

determined threshold value, if the defect exists, the defect area or length will be 

calculated, then the result is compared with standard values to determine whether is 

pitting or scratches. The final tests of technology in this paper show that the detection 

rate of knock edge and the detection rate of pitting or scratches are both acceptable. 
 

Keyword: Magnetic sheet, Machine vision, Surface defect detection, Least squares, 
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1. Summarize 

Magnetic sheet is a kind of material made of sintered NdFeB permanent magnet, which 

is widely used in areas such as electric motors, speaker motors and so on. In order to 

guarantee the product quality of magnetic sheet, it is needed to pass rigorous quality 

detection before the magnetic sheet becomes a product. The traditional product testing of 

magnetic sheet relies on manual detection, and there are great limitations in this way, 

which are mainly reflected on the following aspects: (1) human eyes have limited capacity 

in spatial distinguish. Some questions cannot be identified by human eyes, for example 

micro size and the lesser color aberration gray-level image or a defect existing in a 

complex background pattern, therefore it is very difficult to achieve complete detection of 

product defects; (2) Human eye’s time resolution is limited, so it is difficult to monitor the 

whole process of product quality; (3) Manual detection will be affected by subjective 

awareness, which will lead to a great unreliability. The non-standard detection is harmful 

to product quality control and many unstable factors are able to be caused. And manual 

detection needs a huge amount of cost; the results of detection and defect shape are 

difficult to be recorded and to be saved, and manual detection leads to inconvenience of 

information management [1, 2]. 

In recent years, the technology of surface defect detection has been widely concerned 

in the field of magnetic sheet quality detection and the certain application has been 

obtained. However, because of wide scope of application of magnetic sheet, the magnetic 

sheet has various shapes, therefore, it is difficult to adopt a method to adapt to all types of 
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magnetic sheet surface defect detection, for this reason, a method that is fit for the square 

piece fillet detection of magnetic sheet has been proposed for industrial production in this 

paper, which has high detection accuracy and low missing rate. 

 

2. Related Work 

Image segmentation means that image is divided into sub-areas or objects, and image 

segmentation is the basis of defect detection. Image segmentation is divided into two 

categories based on discontinuity and similarity of the image gray [3, 4]. One is based on 

the discontinuity of image gray, such as segmentation of edge detection of image [5]; the 

other is based on the similarity of image gray, such as threshold processing, region 

growing and regional separation [6-8]. Zhang Yong and others put forward an improved 

method of graph theory threshold segmentation, which adequately considers the 

correlation between pixels. Li Sen and others put forward a thresholding segmentation 

method of improved regional division of the two-dimensional histogram, which is a new 

modified algorithm direct at the traditional OTSU’s problems about low Segmentation 

accuracy or classification error and other problems. There are many other modified 

thresholding segmentation algorithms [9-12]. Image segmentation based on edge 

detection is an important algorithm of image segmentation, as the whole, it is divided into 

two categories: method of differential operator and method of surface fitting. Differential 

operator finds the image edge through a first or second order derivative 

calculation,and the primary detection operators include Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, Kirsch, 

Laplacian, Log and so on [13]. Surface fitting uses flat or curved surface to gain on 

surface element of the gray image, then the gradient is used to replace its gradient of 

pixelin order to realize edge detection [14, 15]. Wang Junhui, Li Kerui, Liu Xiaoyang put 

forward a real-time edge detection system based on the modified Sobel algorithm, the 

algorithm is a new modified algorithm direct at the traditional Sobel operator detection 

methodwhich has disadvantages like noise sensitivity and poor self-adaption. Zhang 

Jianjun, Luo Jing put forward a surface crack edge detection algorithm based on modified 

Sobel operator, which solves inaccuracy edge positioning of image and sensitive to 

noise[16]. In recent years, with the development of theory, many new image segmentation 

algorithms have emerged. Such as the partition method of mathematical morphology in 

[17],the watershed image division combined with Wavelet transform in [18], the split-

horizon in[19],the modified immune genetic algorithm used for image segmentation in 

[20],and the partition method with fuzzy theory in [21]. Because of the uncertainty and 

complexity of image, the segmentation algorithm fit for all images has not appeared, and 

the appropriate segmentation algorithm should be designed according to the actual 

research object. 

The feature extraction and description of image is for the sake of reducing the data 

dimension further, and the image information is converted into abstract features, then the 

information could provide help for high level understanding of image [22]. Image features 

can be divided into grayscale, texture, geometry, spectrum, projectors and other features 

[23], geometric features include area, centroid, circularity, Euler number and so on [24], 

grayscale features include grayscale average, grayscale variance, entropy and so on, 

texture [25]. For the detection of surface defects, it is needed to further identify and 

judge the defect after the defect area is divided out, so that the detection could be arrived 

testing requirements for practical application [26-28]. The defective characteristic data 

comes from the defective image which divided from the detection surface. Despite the 

data size of divided defect image is much less than the original data collection, the defect 

image still uses pixel as data units. 
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3. Defect Detection Technologies on the Surface of Magnetic Sheet 
 

3.1. The Template Positioning of Magnetic Sheet and the Creation of Fixed 

Coordinate System 

In this paper, the object which needs to be detected is a magnetic sheet of square piece 

fillet, which is a kind of permanent magnet material made of sintered NdFeB. The images 

of magnetic sheet to be detected are obtained via a CCD camera. This magnetic sheet 

presents gray at natural state, first white-light source is used to illuminate on the 

magnetic sheet, then the magnetic sheet is shot, which can highlight the differences 

between the target of images and the background of imagesfor the sake of reducing the 

difficulty of image processing operations in the next step. Because magnetic sheet has two 

surfaces, the white-light source should illuminate equably and perpendicularly on the 

magnetic sheet upper surface when the camera shoot. 

 

3.1.1. The Template Positioning of Magnetic Sheet: In order to reduce the data 

quantity used in operation and improve the running speed of the program, the original 

image should be segmented before positioning the magnetic sheet image template, and a 

binary image is generated. In this paper, magnetic sheet image only has target and 

background, and the two parts could be separated by a threshold value, therefore a single 

thresholding method is used for disposing image binary segmentation [29, 30]. 

 represents the gray threshold used in the binary segmentation of image. The target and 

background could be separated in the input image.       represents the initial image, 

      represents the divided image. The single thresholding method of magnetic sheet 

image is expressed as follow. 

       {
                        

                         
       (1) 

Obviously, the magnetic sheet which needsto be processed has two surfaces, andimage 

processing of upper surface of magnetic sheet is taken as an example in this paper. The 

theory of setting gray threshold   is based on the analysis result of gray histogram of the 

magnetic sheet image, and the appropriate threshold value   is set according to the 

distribution of gray range. Because magnetic sheets in the same kind have the same 

background, the gray level distribution in original image of only onemagnetic sheet is 

analyzed in this paper. The image before binary segmentation of the upper surface on the 

magnetic sheet is as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Upper Surface of Magnetic Sheet before Binary Image 
Segmentation 

The steps using a single thresholding method for binary segmentation on the original 

image of the magnetic sheet upper surface are as follows. 

step 1:The original image of magnetic sheet is loaded from file which means that 

LoadImage,the original image of magnetic sheet is the image in Figure 1;  

step 2:About input image, width nWidth, height nHeight, the size of the line nWidthStep, 

gray threshold value nThreshold, the array of image data pImageData are set; 
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step 3:The gray threshold value nThreshold is usedfor dividing the magnetic sheet image; 

step 4:It is judgedwhether each regional pixel area after binary segmentation is smaller 

than the setting minimum area of pixel or not, then the smaller areas are set to 0xff; 

step 5:The magnetic sheet image is saved after binary segmentation which means that 

SaveImage. 

Image of upper surface of magnetic sheet after disposed through single 

thresholding is as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Upper Surface of Magnetic Sheet after Binary Image Segmentation 

After upper surface image of magnetic sheet is carried on the binary segmentation 

through a single thresholding method, the output image will be used as the input 

image of the template positioning of magnetic sheet image in next step. 

Before the PatQuick algorithm is used for carrying on template positioning for 

the magnetic sheet upper surface image, first the image should be trained to produce 

a training template, after the training template is saved, the template positioning is 

matched for the image. Training template image is a magnetic sheet image without 

defects, the training process is as follows. 

 

step 1:The image that upper surface of standard magnetic sheet after binary segmentation 

as shown in Figure 2 will be the image source of training template;  

step 2:Training image is gained; 

step 3:Training area and origin point are set; 

step 4:Training parameters are set; 

step 5:Template is trained; 

step 6:Training results are gained; 

step 7:Training results are evaluated; 

step 8:Training template is saved. 

PatQuick algorithm is used for confirming all characteristics in image when 

training image. Characteristic represents contour line between the different areas in 

image, which means that a series of demarcation points along the contour line. The 

steps of locating magnetic sheet image are as follows. 

step 1:The image that upper surface of standard magnetic sheet after binary segmentation 

will be the image source of training template; 

step 2: Training template is loaded; 

step 3: Runtime parameters are set; 

step 4: Locating image is gained; 

step 5:PatQuick algorithm is run; 

step 6: Locating result is gained and the coordinate of the image is output after locating. 

The image of magnetic sheet upper surface after binary segmentation need to be 

located and a set of data will be gained, which include the magnetic sheet image’s 

TranslationX, TranslationY and Ration, among this, TranslationXrepresents the 

point in image which was found relative to the center x coordinate value of the 

original training images, TranslationY represents the point in image which was 

found relative to the center y coordinate value of the original training images, 
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Ration represents the angle in image which was found relative to the rotation angle 

of the original training images. The group of data will be set as input data to create 

magnetic sheet of fixed coordinate system. 

 

3.1.2. The Creation of Fixed Coordinate System of Magnetic Sheet: After 

completing image matching, the root coordinates of the input image is found, it means 

that the left-handed coordinate system is found, the left-handed coordinate system should 

be consistent with the collected image pixels before the input image is disposed; and 

geometric transformation could map the root coordinates to the fixed coordinate system of 

the template. 

These include image translation, scaling and rotation. Image translation means 

thatall points in image are moved according to the setting value in horizontal and 

vertical. As shown in Figure 3,         is assumed a point in original image and the 

horizontal translation of image is set as  , the horizontal translation of image is set 

as   , then the point after translation will be       . 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic Image Translation 

The relation matrix between coordinate          and        is shown as follows. 
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The inverse operation is calculatedfor the above expression,and the inverse 

transform will be achieved 
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Means that {
        
        

 

If the point in image after translation could not match the corresponding point in 

the original image, the pixel value is directly set as 0 or 255, and thenthe translation 

operation of imageis achieved. 

The zoom of image is to transform the size of image according to the given ratio, 

the image after scale changed may not find the corresponding pixels in the original 

image, so it must be disposed approximately. Usually, the value is set as its closest 

pixel value directly, and the interpolation algorithm should also be used for 

calculating the value. 

It is assumed thatthe zoom scaling factor is   at   direction of principal axis in 

the image, and the zoom scaling factor is   at   direction of principal axis, and so 

the transformation matrix from the point           in the original image to the point 

         in the new image is 
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 The expression of inverse operation is 
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Means that{
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The rotation of image is generally seen the center in image as original point and 

then a certain angleis rotated. The size of the image will be changed after rotation. 

As shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic Image Rotation  

Before rotation 
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After rotation,the matrix expression is 
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The expression of inverse operation is 
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Setting the centroid coordinates of the target object in input image is set 

as       , and then the centroid of the target object in input image is. 

{
   

∑          

∑        

   
∑           

∑        

             (2) 

In the expression (2),          is gray value of target object. 

The root coordinate system of input image is   , the fixed coordinate system of 

template is   , the mapping from root coordinate system    to fixed coordinate 

system    is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. Coordinate System Transformation from the Root to the Fixed 

So, the expression of mapping transformation from the root coordinate system to 

the fixed coordinate system is 

                           (3) 
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In expression (3) 
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In the upper expression,   represents the coordinate of the target object centroid 

in input image in the fixed coordinate system   ;    represents the coordinate of the 

target object centroid in input image in the root coordinate system    ;    is a 

rotated mapping matrix sized   ;   is the rotated angle;    is a translation vector 

sized   . In the expression (3), the homogeneous coordinates could be extracted 

from the root coordinate system    to the fixed coordinate system   . 
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Substitute the expression (2) of centroid coordinatesis substitutedinto the 

expression (4) of homogeneous coordinate transformation, and will gain 

*
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At present, the position compensation values  ,   ,    could be gained in template 

matching, the coordinate of the fixed coordinate system    could be calculated  with 

the formula (5) in this system, and geometric transformation between the root 

coordinate system and the fixed coordinate system is realized. 

The establishment of fixed coordinate system of magnetic sheet image regards the 

group of data TranslationX 、 TranslationY and Ration output from template 

positioning as the input data. The fixed steps of the upper surface of the magnetic 

sheet are as follows. 

step 1:In the program, image in Figure 1 is regarded as the source image. 

step 2:The input datais set.The data of location searching TranslationX、TranslationY 

and Rationis regarded as the corresponding input data. 

step 3: The program is run and image after immobilization will be output. 

After the magnetic sheet upper surface has fixed, the image as shown in Figure 6, 

and it will be generated a fixed image as input image in the subsequent processing 

 

 

Figure 6. Fixed upper Surface Image of Magnetic Sheet 

3.2. The Extraction of Target Area with the Method of Maximum Entropy 

The optimal threshold of imageis calculated through the maximum entropy 

method, in fact, the step means the segmentation threshold which makes the sum of 

information entropy of the target and information entropy of the background in 

image biggest is calculated.Setting size of image is     , gray level is  . Assumed 

that there is    pixel which gray level equals to i, and then the probability of gray 

level    is 

   
  

   
     (6) 
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The entropy of image target area    and the entropy of image background area    

are respectively in expression (7) and (8). 

    ∑
  

  

 
      

  

  
     (7)    
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      (8) 

In the expression (7) and (8), the expression of    is   ∑   
 
   . 

Finally the best threshold formula is 

                           (9) 

Each gray level of imageis visited, and the gray level which makes the entropy of 

the background region and the target region be the maximumisfound out, and then 

the best segmentation threshold  is gained. 

The maximum entropy method is used for extracting the magnetic sheet target 

area, and the operation stepsare shown as follows. 

step 1:The upper surface of the original magnetic sheet imageisinput to dispose; 

step 2:The probability of each grayscaleis calculate; 

step 3:The original Segmentation thresholdis set asTh, the image will be split into two 

parts by Th, one is the gray value smaller than Th and the other is the gray value bigger 

than Th; 

step 4:The entropy of magnetic sheet background region and entropy of magnetic sheet 

target regionis calculated according to the calculation formula of entropy. 

step 5:Each gray level of imageis visited, and the sum of the entropy of magnetic sheet 

background region and the entropy of magnetic sheet target region is the biggest gray 

level is looked for.  

step 6:The extractive target area according to the magnetic sheet image divided by gray 

level in step 5 is gained. 

The target area of magnetic sheet image divided by maximum entropy method is 

as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Target Area of upper Surface of Magnetic Sheet Segmented by 
Maximum Entropy Method 

3.3. The Detection of Knock Edge of Magnetic Sheet 

The template positioning of magnetic sheet and the creation of fixed coordinate 

system have the same purpose for the sake of the knock edge detection of magnetic 

sheet. The knock edge detection of magnetic sheet is based on image after the 

creation of fixed coordinate system. Two knock edges need to be detected.One is the 

edge of straight line and the other is the edge of circular bead.So there are eight 

edges of straight line and eight edges of circular bead to be detected.  

 

3.3.1. The Detection of Magnetic Sheet Straight edge: Figure 7 shows that 16 edges 

need to be detected on the upper surface of magnetic sheet which include respectively two 

edges of straight line at upper, lower, right and left, and respectively two edges of circular 

bead at left-up, left-down, right-up, right-down. For this reason, respectively, the linear 

fitting method and circle fitting method are used. 

 

The process of fitting a straight line as follows. 
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step 1:The image shown in Figure 7 is set as the input image in the program; 

step 2:The best-fitting straight line is putat the lineto be searched, and then the lengthis 

adjusted; 

step 3:The number of practical caliperis set, the more caliper, the more accurate; 

step 4:The search direction of the caliper is set, the direction usually perpendicular to the 

direction of the best-fitting straight line, it means the angle is 90;  

step 5:The search length on the direction of caliper is set; 

step 6:The projected length of caliper is set, it means the search width of caliper; 

step 7:The edge model is set as single edge, the polarity of edge is determined by the 

search direction from light to dark or dark to light;  

step 8:Some boundary pointis gained, and the number should be same with the number of 

caliper; 

step 9:All boundary point is fit a line with the method of linear fitting, and the abnormal 

pointis excluded. 

step 10:The distance from each point to the fitting straight line is gained. 

The lower outer line of magnetic sheet upper surface after fitted is as shown in 

Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8. After Fitting a Straight Line Image 

After the boundary points are found, the points isfitted a straight line.The theory 

of fitting straight line is based on polynomial fitting of least square method, and the 

simple linear model is          at when    . The distance from each 

boundary point to the fitting straight lineis calculated,and then compared the 

distance with the standard distance,a knock edge is predicated if the distance is 

bigger than the standard distance. 

 

3.3.2. The Detection of Magnetic Sheet Fillet Edge: Circle fitting 

The equation of circle is 

                (10) 

Here, the residual is set as 

                     (11) 

Residual sum of squares is 

  ∑   
 

    ∑                           (12) 

In expression (12),       represents central coordinate of circle,   represents 

radius,       represent the collection of the point on the circle. 

According to the theory of least square method 
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The parameters in expression (13) could use the expression below. 

    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  ∑   
   

 
    ∑             (14) 

The parameters   、  、   are eliminated in formula(13), and further simplified 

ofthe expression is 

 

{
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(15) 

From the formula (15), the form of detecting algorithm is complex, the center and 

radial of the circle is calculated in the algorithm according to the theory of circle 

fitting least squares, but each parameter could be calculated by one cycle of 

boundary point,the time complexity is      . The more complicated operation of 

square root is calculated once after the center parameters  、  is calculated, so the 

operating rate of the algorithm run still fast. The detection principle of the other 

straight line on the magnetic sheet upper surface is the same with the detection 

principle mentioned in the preceding part of the lower outer line on the magnetic 

sheet. 

The detection of the eight fillet edges on the magnetic sheet upper surface also 

need to gain some boundary points with a caliper, and then the boundary points is 

fitted arc, the coordinates of the circle center and radiusis found. The theory is 

based on circle fitting of the least squares method. The distance from each boundary 

point to the center of circleis calculated, and the distance is compared with the 

standard distance, it is determined a knock edge if the distance is bigger than the 

standard distance. The detection schematic diagram of the right -down fillet at the 

magnetic sheet upper surface is as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9. Detection Schematic Outer Chamfered Surface Right on Diskette 

After 16 sides of magnetic sheetis detected one by one, and then according to the 

result of detection, the magnetic sheetis detected to own knock edge or not, as long 

as one knock edge exists in the 16 edges, the result will be determined to have the 

knock edge. If the knock edge exists, the detection of the magnetic sheet image will 

end; if the knock edge doesn’t exist the detection will enter the next step and 

pitting and scratches on the magnetic sheet surface should be detected. 
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4. Experimental Result 

The surface defects of magnetic sheet to be detected in this paper are divided into 

two categories: one is knock edge of the rim; the other one is the pocking mark and 

scratches of surface. The detection process of knock edge is: the detected edge 

should be taken out, andthe edge is fitted, and thenthe number of boundary pointsis 

set, the distance form boundary point to the fitting line will be gained, finally, the 

distance iscompared with the standard distance to judge the edge is knock edge or 

not. The detection process of the pitting and scratches of surface is: the grayscale 

distribution of the pitting and the gray distribution of scratchesareanalyzed, and then 

grayscale threshold value is set to determine the detection area has pitting and 

scratches or not. 

In this paper, ten groups of experiments for knock edge defect of magnetic sheet 

have been completed, and each group has been detected 120 magnetic sheets, the 

knock edge exists in all groups. The result of detection is as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Disk Knock the Edge Defect Detection Results 

Group number Detected number Observed number Detection rate 

(%) 

1 120 108 90.0 

2 120 109 90.8 

3 120 109 90.8 

4 120 108 90.0 

5 120 107 89.2 

6 120 106 88.3 

7 120 108 90.0 

8 120 107 89.2 

9 120 109 90.8 

10 120 108 90.0 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, according to the characteristics of magnetic sheet image background and 

magnetic sheet image target, the single threshold method is used for the binary 

segmentation of magnetic sheet image, and then binary segmentation image is obtained; 

thenPatQuick algorithm is used for its template positioned on the magnetic sheet binary 

segmentation image, good results is gained and the data used in the next step is obtained; 

the maximum entropy method is used to extract the target area of magnetic sheet image 

could meet the next requirement of detection knock edge, and then the distance from 

boundary points to fitting boundaryiscalculated in order to detect the knock edge of 

magnetic sheet. 

The in-depth study has done in this paper about the magnetic sheet surface defect 

detection, but in order to improve the detection accuracy, the impact of abnormal point 

should be considered when fitting the straight line and fillet line by the method of least 

square. 
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